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Introduction

24
Rewards and incentives drive people to work more vigorously and to expend more 25 energy to accomplish their goals. This increase in motivational vigor has been shown to 26 improve performance of simple motor movements (e.g., reaches, saccades, etc.) by 27
shifting the speed-accuracy trade-off function, resulting in movements that are both 28 faster and more accurate (Manohar et al., 2015; Summerside, Shadmehr, & Ahmed, 29 2018; Takikawa, Kawagoe, Itoh, Nakahara, & . Motor skills, and 30 specifically motor sequencing skills, involve the precise execution of a chain of simple 31 motor movements at specific times. However, they also require recognition of the 32 current context and the rapid selection of the correct action given that context. As a 33 sequencing skill develops, these processes can be pre-planned, allowing for improved 34 performance (Ariani & Diedrichsen, 2019; Diedrichsen & Kornysheva, 2015) . While 35 reward availability and increased motivation also improve performance of more complex 36 motor skills ( Motor sequence learning tasks such as the serial reaction time task (SRTT) and the 42 discrete sequence production (DSP) task are widely used as a model of motor skill 43 acquisition (see Krakauer, Hadjiosif, Xu, Wong, & Haith, 2019 for a comprehensive 44 review). Although skill acquisition in sequence learning tasks is often thought to be 45 largely implicit (Nissen & Bullemer, 1987; Reber & Squire, 1994) , these skills can be 46 taught at least partially via explicit instruction (Grafton, Hazeltine, & Ivry, 1995; D. B. 47 Willingham & Goedert-Eschmann, 1999). For example, providing the sequence or 48 alerting the learner that a to-be-learned sequence is present can result in faster 49 acquisition, fewer errors produced, and more rapid execution ( Thus, reward-based enhancement of motor skills could be due in part to enhancements 66 in cognitive control and prospective planning in addition to improvements in simple 67 motor execution. 68 However, some recent evidence suggests that explicit sequence knowledge does not 70 affect motor planning, but instead results in an overall increase in motivation (Wong et 71 al., 2015) . This increase in motivation in turn globally enhances movement vigor. In this 72 study, participants were faster at executing known sequences than random sequences, 73 but they showed similar performance improvements in executing movements for 74 random elements embedded within these known sequences. Since the participants 75 could not plan the random elements, their improvements could not be due to benefits in 76 movement planning. This result suggests that explicit knowledge improves skilled 77 performance by increasing the motivational vigor of all movements during execution 78 rather than by enabling the advanced planning of specific goal-oriented movements. 79 80
Here, we sought to determine whether motivational enhancements of skilled 81 performance result from an improvement in motor execution, an improvement in motor 82 planning, or both. Across two experiments, human participants were trained on four 83 separate motor sequences in a discrete sequence production (DSP) task. Two of the 84 sequences were implicitly trained, while the other two were trained with explicit 85 instructions and pre-movement cues that could allow participants to plan movement 86 sequences in advance. Immediately following training, participants performed these 87 learned skills for cash rewards to assess how increased motivation impacts skilled 88 motor performance. We hypothesized that if monetary incentives improve skilled 89 performance by simple increases in motivational vigor for all movements, we would 90 observe similar levels of improvement for both implicitly and explicitly trained skills. If, 91
additionally, explicit knowledge itself acts as a reward cue, this would increase 92 motivational vigor but not aid motor planning, as argued by Wong et al. (2015) . In this 93 case one might expect that the introduction of monetary incentives would 94 disproportionally benefit implicitly trained skills relative to explicitly trained skills. That is, 95 implicit skills would have more room to improve upon the introduction of external 96 motivation via incentives as explicit skills already received a motivational boost due to 97 explicit knowledge. This assumes there is a point at which improvements in motivational 98
vigor saturate, and that explicit knowledge and reward improve performance through 99 similar mechanisms (i.e. enhanced motivational vigor). In contrast to the above, we 100 expected that if explicit training leads to increases in skill knowledge that facilitates 101 motor planning, monetary incentives would lead to larger improvements in explicit skills 102 relative to implicit skills. Behavioral Sciences Institutional Review Board at the University of Michigan. 120
Discrete Sequence Production Task 121
The task consisted of a modification of the Discrete Sequence Production task (Verwey, 122 Lammens, & van Honk, 2002). Participants sat centered in front of a computer screen 123 with a standard QWERTY keyboard and were instructed to use their non-dominant left 124 hand at all times. During a single trial, a colored square (see below) was displayed in 125
the center of the screen for 1 s to notify participants of the identity of the upcoming 126 sequence. Afterwards, four grey and square placeholders were displayed corresponding 127 to four adjacent keys (A, S, D, F) for another 1 s. One of the placeholder boxes turned 128 white until the corresponding key was pressed, after which it would be extinguished and 129
another placeholder box would turn white. This continued for a total of 8 items per trial, 130 making up a sequence. Participants were instructed to type these sequences as quickly 131
and as accurately as possible and that they would be eligible to receive cash bonuses 132
for their performance in a separate phase of the experiment. If an incorrect key was 133 pressed, the corresponding placeholder box would turn red for one second and the 134 experiment advanced to the next trial. There was also a time deadline for each trial: set 135 to 8 s during Training and calibrated to the individual during the Reward phase (see 136 below). If the participant did not successfully type the entire 8-item sequence before the 137 time deadline a message saying "Too Slow" was displayed for one second and the trial 138 was aborted. 139
Training phase 140
Each participant was exposed to four separate 8-item sequences picked from a corpus 141 of possible sequences. Each sequence did not include trills (e.g. 1-2-1-2) nor runs (e.g. 142 1-2-3-4) and began with a different key. Two of these sequences were presented with a 143 unique color cue appearing at the start of the trial to facilitate explicit training. 144
Participants were told that they were to learn to associate the color cues with the 145 sequences and that this would aid in training. A gray cue appeared before each of the 146 remaining two sequences. Participants were told that the gray cue signified that the 147 upcoming trial would be randomly generated. These sequences act as a control to allow 148 us to compare to the cued sequences to measure general skill improvement. To ensure 149 that these sequences were learned implicitly, on a subset of trials participants were 150 exposed to a gray cue followed by a pseudo-randomly generated sequence to prevent 151 participants from noticing the repeating patterns (see Figure 1a ). 152 were told that there would be a "test" phase following training to assess how much they 165 had learned. 166
Reward phase 167
After the Training phase, participants were informed that they would now complete the 168 task for the chance to win cash bonuses. During the cue presentation (2 seconds) at the 169 outset of each trial, an incentive value for the trial was displayed: $5, $10, or $20 170 ( Figure 1b ). Participants were instructed that at the end of the experiment, a trial would 171 be selected at random, and if they successfully completed that trial (pressing all 8 items 172
within the time limit) they would receive the associated reward for that trial. This 173 encouraged participants to evaluate each incentive independently of the other trials. 174
Participants were also instructed that we would impose a stricter time limit during the 175
Reward phase to ensure that they didn't slow down to try to earn rewards. 176
Participants completed 9 blocks of 27 trials each. The sequences (E/D, E/S, I/D, I/S) 177
were presented on 48 trials each, 16 for each incentive value. Untrained sequences 178 appeared in 51 trials. To protect against carryover effects, incentive values were 179 presented in an m-sequence (Buračas & Boynton, 2002) . 180
In order to equalize trial difficulty across participants and sequence conditions, time 181 limits for each sequence were calibrated individually based on participants' performance 182 at the end of the Training phase. For each participant, the time limit for each sequence 183 was calculated by taking the 75 th percentile of their movement times during their last 184 eight accurate trials in Training for that sequence. Each subject had a different time limit 185 for each of the sequence conditions. This enabled us to use accuracy as a dependent 186 measure and compare it across participants and conditions. Additionally, this reduced 187 the possibility of floor and ceiling effects, and minimized speed/accuracy trade-offs 188 during performance. That is, the time limits prevented participants from purposely 189 slowing their execution time in order to be more accurate and increase their chances of 190 success. 191 four different 8-item sequences (two explicit, two implicit). Prior to execution of 194 explicitly trained sequences, a colored square was presented to cue the 195 participants of the identity of the upcoming sequence to facilitate awareness and 196
to allow for movement pre-planning. For both implicitly trained sequences, a gray 197 square was presented. Participants were told that sequences following a gray 198 cue would be randomly generated. b) Immediately following training, participants 199 performed the same task for cash bonuses. The reward value ($5, $10, or $20) 200 for each trial appeared simultaneously with the sequence cue during this phase 201 of the experiment. 202 203
Explicit Knowledge tests 204
After the Reward phase, participants completed two tests to assess their explicit 205 knowledge of the sequences. In a free recall sequence generation test, participants 206
were informed that not all grey-cued sequences were random, and there were in fact 207 two sequences and a random condition during grey cued trials. Participants were then 208 asked to type out each sequence from memory. For the explicitly cued sequences, 209 participants attempted to type the sequence after the matching color cue was displayed. 210
Since all sequences began with a unique key, participants were given the first item of 211 the sequence for the implicitly trained sequences and asked to type the rest. 212
Performance in the generation test was assessed by computing the Damerau-213
Levenshtein edit-distance (Damerau, 1964; Levenshtein, 1966) between the typed 214 sequence and the correct sequence. This value is the minimum number of translations 215 (insertions, deletions, transpositions, or substitutions) needed to transform one 216 sequence into the other. Because participants were given the first key for each of the 217 implicit sequences, this measure likely slightly over-estimates recall for these 218 sequences. 219
Immediately following the free recall test, participants completed a recognition test. 220
Participants were prompted to complete a total of 16 separate sequences and asked to 221 rate on a 7-point Likert scale how likely the sequences were to be new or old. 4 of the 222 sequences were the trained ones from the experiment and 12 were randomly 223 generated. Explicit knowledge was assessed by calculating the difference between the 224 mean rating for random sequences to that for each trained sequence. Larger numbers 225 indicate a greater ability to distinguish untrained and trained sequences. 226
Data Analysis 227
During each trial, response times for each item in the sequence were recorded. 228
Movement Time (MT) was calculated as the duration between the first and last button 229 presses. The trial was considered correct if all 8 items were pressed correctly before the 230 time limit. Accuracy was defined as the proportion of correct trials within the condition(s) 231 in question. Response Time (RT) was calculated as the duration between the 232 presentation of the first item (when the placeholder box turned white) and the first button 233 press. Inter-Key Interval (IKI) for each keypress was calculated as the duration between 234 the previous keypress and the current keypress (i.e. IKI for item 3 was the time between 235 item 2 being pressed and item 3 being pressed). As responses were recorded on a 236 standard keyboard, we did not obtain measures of force. MT and in RT. To examine the effect of explicit cues on percentage improvement in IKI, 271
we averaged percentage improvement across the two explicit sequences and the two 272 implicit sequences for each button press. We then performed dependent t-tests at each 273 
Explicit cues and increased practice led to better learning and performance in 286
Training 287
We first sought to verify the effectiveness of explicit cues in enhancing motor sequence 288 learning. As expected, participants' motor skill improved throughout training, as they 289 greatly reduced their total movement time (MT) for each sequence (Main effect of Block: 290 F 3.96, 209.71 = 163.390, p < 0.001, η p 2 = 0.755; Figure 2a ) and also were better able to 291 complete the 8-item sequences without execution errors (Main effect of Block on 292 accuracy rate: F 5.03, 276.73 = 2.32, p = 0.043, η p 2 = 0.04). MT was faster overall for 293 explicitly cued sequences relative to implicitly cued sequences (main effect of explicit 294 cues: F 1,53 = 30.982, p < 0.001, η p 2 = 0.369). Explicit cues were also associated with a 295 faster rate of improvement in MT as training progressed (cue x block interaction: F 7,371 = 296 27.434, p < 0.001, η p 2 = 0.341). Similarly, explicit cues allowed for faster response times 297
(RT) to the first item of each sequence (F 1,55 = 67.806, p < 0.001, η p 2 = 0.552) and this 298 advantage for explicitly cued sequences grew larger over the course of training (cue x 299 block interaction: F 2.927, 160.994 = 8.961, p < 0.001, η p 2 = 0.140). While there was not a 300 main effect of explicit cueing on overall accuracy rate (F 1,55 = 0.177, p = 0.676, η p 2 = 301 0.003), we did find a cue x block interaction (F 7, 385 = 2.935, p = 0.005, η p 2 = 0.051) 302
driven by the fact that accuracy in explicit sequences improved at a slightly faster rate 303 toward the end of training (see Figure S1 ). These results point to tangible 304 enhancements in learning and performance due to the explicit sequence cues rather 305 than a simple shift along the speed-accuracy tradeoff curve (i.e. faster speed, but 306 reduced accuracy on explicit sequences). Explicit cues during training conferred 307 performance benefits to both learning and performance consistent with prior work. 308
We also sought to validate the effect of practice (depth of training) on performance. MT 309 was faster for the deeply trained sequences (main effect of depth: F 1,53 = 214.23, p < 310 0.001, η p 2 = 0.802) and the size of this advantage grew over the course of training 311
(Block x Depth interaction: F 4.802 = 9.570, p < 0.001, η p 2 = 0.153). Initial RT was also 312 faster for deeply trained sequences relative to shallowly trained sequences (F 1,55 = 313 6.609, p = 0.013, η p 2 = 0.107). Accuracy was also higher for deeply trained sequences 314 (F 1,55 = 66.941, p < 0.001, η p 2 = 0.549). Additionally, we observed a knowledge type by 315 training depth interaction in MT (F 1,53 = 21.846, p < 0.001, η p 2 = 0.292). The benefit of 316 training depth on MT was more pronounced for explicitly cued sequences than for 317
implicitly trained sequences. This interaction does not appear to be driven by a speed-318 accuracy tradeoff (faster MT, but reduced accuracy) as we did not observe a knowledge 319 type by training depth interaction in accuracy (F 1,55 = 0.065, p = 0.800 η p 2 = 0.001). In 320 aggregate, and perhaps unsurprisingly, more practice on a sequence corresponded with 321 better performance. 322 
Monetary incentives lead to larger immediate performance enhancement for skills 334
trained explicitly rather than implicitly 335
We were primarily interested in whether explicit knowledge moderates the effect of 336 motivation on motor performance through improved motor planning. To this end, we 337 examined the immediate effect of the introduction of performance-contingent monetary 338
incentives following the Training phase of the experiment. Any change in performance 339 between the two phases of the experiment is unlikely due to learning given the limited 340 number of additional trials; rather, it should reflect immediate enhancements in motor 341
vigor and/or motor planning due to increased motivation. Here, we use percent change 342
in performance as an index of reward-related enhancement as skill level differed 343 markedly between conditions (see Methods). In response to this increase in extrinsic 344 motivation, participants were able to immediately enhance the speed of their execution 345 for all trained sequences and Untrained sequences (see Figure 2b and Figure 3 ; p< 346 0.001 in one-sample t-tests for all sequences). The fact that there was a large decrease 347 in MT on Untrained sequences (19% on average) suggests that monetary incentives 348 had a global effect on motivational vigor independent from any sequence-specific skill 349
knowledge. The size of this boost in performance was virtually identical for Untrained 350 sequences and the two implicitly trained sequences (no main effect of sequence 351 identity, explicit sequences excluded: F 1.720, 92.904 = 1.254, p = 0.286, η p 2 = 0.023). 352
However, MT improvement for explicitly cued sequences was significantly greater than 353 that for both implicitly trained sequences (main effect of cue type: F 1,55 = 33.485, p < 354 0.001, η p 2 = 0.378) and Untrained sequences (E/D vs. Untrained: t 55 = 3.50, p = 0.002; 355 E/S vs. Untrained: t 55 = 5.88, p < 0.001). None of these findings were driven by the 356 number of trials used for this analysis; similar results were obtained across all 357 comparisons when running the analysis using 5 or 15 trials from each phase of the 358 experiment (all p-values less than 0.05). These results suggest that monetary incentives 359 produced skill enhancements for explicitly trained sequences above and beyond simple 360 increases in overall motor vigor. 361
These effects cannot simply be explained by the fact that participants are relatively 362
faster at the end of training for the explicitly cued sequences. We did not find a 363 statistically significant relationship between MT at the end of training and the size of the 364 reward-related performance enhancement for any of the sequences following correction 365
for While we did find evidence that more shallowly trained sequences showed a greater 369 motivational boost overall (main effect of training depth: F 1, 55 = 8.287, p = 0.006, η p 2 = 370 0.131) there was no depth x cue type interaction (F 1,55 = 0.979, p = 0.327, η p 2 = 0.017). 371
Furthermore, participants performed similarly during the last block of training on the I/D 372 sequence and the E/S sequence (t 55 = 0.483, p = 0.631), yet the immediate reward-373 based performance improvement was larger for the explicitly trained sequence (E/S) (t 55 374 = -6.185, p < 0.001). Additionally, even when measured in raw ms, the immediate shift 375
in MT was larger for E/S than I/D (t 55 = 5.67 p < 0.001). This rules out the possibility 376 that performance enhancements were due to a simple static shift in execution time 377 across all sequences. Because these sequences were matched in performance prior to 378 the introduction of monetary incentives, this again suggests that increased motivation 379 benefits explicitly trained skills above and beyond a simple increase in motor vigor. 380
The introduction of monetary incentives also led to faster RT to the first item of each 381 sequence (p < 0.001 in one-sample t-tests for all sequences). However, this reduction in 382
RT was similar across all sequences as we found no significant effects of cue type or 383 training depth (main effect of cue type: F 1,55 = 0.298, p = 0.587, η p 2 = 0.005; main effect 384 of training depth: F 1,55 = 0.093, p = 0.761, η p 2 = 0.002; depth x cue interaction: F 1, 55 = 385 3.459, p = 0.068, η p 2 = 0.059). This result again points to an increase in motivational 386 vigor due to the introduction of monetary incentives. It also suggests that the greater 387 improvement in MT for explicit sequences is due to benefits in performing movements 388 beyond the first item in the sequence. 389 To more closely examine the possibility that incentive-driven performance 400 enhancements in explicit skills were due to improvements in motor planning, we next 401 examined percent improvement for each inter-key interval (IKI) in explicit and implicit 402 sequences. One might expect greater enhancement for items occurring earlier on in 403 each sequence if cue-based planning were improved by the prospect of rewards. In line 404 with this hypothesis, we observed a significantly larger percentage improvement in 405 explicit sequences relative to implicit sequences for IKIs 2 (between the first keypress 406 and second keypress) and 4 (paired t-test, each p < 0.001, Bonferroni-corrected). We 407 additionally observed a larger performance enhancement for explicit sequences on the 408
final IKI of the sequence (p < 0.001; see Figure 4 ). No other comparison survived 409 multiple comparisons correction. For the implicitly trained sequences, the incentive-410 related improvement among all IKIs was similar and not significantly different from the 411 improvement seen for the first item in the sequence (all p > 0.05, corrected). This latter 412
result reinforces the notion that monetary incentives led to a global increase in 413 movement vigor for all items in implicitly trained sequences. 414 415 To verify the performance benefits of explicit knowledge and increased practice 425 remained in contexts with increased motivation, we examined overall performance in 426
the Reward phase of the experiment (Figure 2b ). Explicit cues led to faster MT in 427
Reward (F 1,52 = 77.924, p < 0.001, η p 2 = 0.600). Explicit cues also led to faster RT in 428
Reward 
Incentive magnitude weakly affects performance accuracy 436
We next assessed whether performance accuracy was sensitive to incentive magnitude 437 in the Reward phase. Participants were not sensitive to incentive magnitude (main 438 effect of incentive magnitude: F 2,110 = 0.786, p = 0.458, η p 2 = 0.014). We did observe a 439 relatively small, but significant interaction between reward and training depth on 440 accuracy (F 2,110 = 4.415, p = 0.014, η p 2 = 0.074). Accuracy for shallowly trained 441 sequences exhibits an inverted-U shape, with relatively greater accuracy for $10 trials 442
(simple main effect of reward for Shallow: F 2,110 = 3.45, p = 0.035; quadratic contrast: t = 443 2.58, p = 0.01). Incentive magnitude did not affect accuracy for deeply trained 444 sequences (simple main effect of reward for Deep: F 2,110 = 1.61, p = 0.21). 445
We also examined whether training depth or explicit cues resulted in accuracy 446 differences during the Reward phase. During the reward phase, shallowly trained 447 sequences were more accurate overall (main effect of training depth: F 1,55 = 11.495, p = 448 0.001, η p 2 = 0.173). Additionally, performance in implicit sequences may have been 449 more accurate than in explicit sequences (marginal effect of cue type: F 1,55 = 3.781, p = 450 0.057, η p 2 = 0.064). Given that the time limits were set based on performance at the end 451 of training, these main effects are likely driven by the fact that time limits were 452 somewhat stricter for the more well-learned and explicitly trained sequences. 453
Greater explicit knowledge for explicitly cued sequences 454
A primary purpose of the explicit cues was to promote the formation of explicit 455 knowledge of the cued sequences. To assess the effectiveness of this manipulation, we 456 compared accuracy on the free-recall test across the different sequences. Participants 457 were given either the sequence cue (explicit sequences) or the first item of the 458 sequence (implicit sequences) and were asked to key in the entire sequence from 459 memory. As expected, participants were able to recall and execute explicitly cued 460 sequences more accurately than implicitly trained ones (F 1,54 = 59.259, p < 0.001, η p 2 = 461 0.523; Figure 5 ). This is despite the fact that memory for implicit sequences was likely 462 somewhat over-estimated since they were given the first item (see Materials and 463
Methods). Additionally, there was an effect of training depth on explicit knowledge (F 1, 54 464 = 4.220, p = 0.045, η p 2 = 0.072), indicating that free-recall accuracy was better with 465 increased practice. However, there was no interaction of training depth and explicit cues 466 (F 1, 54 = 0.315, p = 0.577, η p 2 = 0.006). The explicit cueing manipulation successfully 467 resulted in increased knowledge of explicit sequences, independent of the amount of 468 practice. 469 Figure 5 . Explicit knowledge of sequences as assessed by free recall. Following 471 the experiment, participants were prompted to type each sequence from memory 472
given either the colored sequence cue (Explicit sequences) or the first item 473 (Implicit sequences Reward in both of the explicitly cued sequences (Explicit/Deep: r s = 0.301, p = 0.025, 490
Explicit/Shallow: r s = 0.573, p < 0.001; Figure 6a ). These correlations were not 491 significant in the implicitly trained sequences (Implicit/Deep: r s = 0.169, p = 0.216, 492 Implicit/Shallow: r s = 0.090, p = 0.514; Figure 6b ). In a second follow-up analysis, we 493 ran a linear mixed effects model to predict MT using cue, training depth, and recall error 494 as predictors with participants as a random factor. Across all sequences, better explicit 495 recall for each sequence was predictive of faster MT (β = 79.36, SE = 23.66, 95% CI = 496 32.99-125.72, z = 3.36, p = 0.001). However, we did not find evidence that this 497 relationship was stronger for explicit sequences relative to implicit sequences as the 498 interaction between free recall score and cue type (explicit/implicit) was not significant 499 (β = 39.17, SE = 37.24, 95% CI = -112.16-33.82, z = 0.90, p = 0.29). Nonetheless, we 500 found evidence that explicit knowledge of the sequences was strongly related to 501 performance in the explicitly cued conditions. 502 by the free recall tests at the end of the experiment was associated with faster 506 movement times during performance with incentives for Explicit sequences. b) 507
There was no significant association between explicit knowledge and 508 performance for Implicit sequences. 509
Explicit knowledge is predictive of the degree of reward-induced performance 511 enhancement 512
To further understand the relationship of explicit skill knowledge to the immediate 513 reward-induced performance improvements, we looked at the correlations between 514 explicit knowledge as measured by the free-recall tests and percentage improvement in 515
MT (between T-Last10 and R-First10). We observed a significant correlation between 516 explicit knowledge and MT improvement in both of the Explicit sequences 517 (Explicit/Deep: r s = -0.343, p = 0.010, Explicit/Shallow: r s = -0.332, p = 0.013; Figure 7a ) 518
suggesting that greater sequence knowledge allowed for larger incentive-based skill 519 enhancement. We did not observe a significant relationship between sequence 520 knowledge and improvement in MT in either of the implicit sequences: Implicit/Deep (r s 521 = -0.114, p = 0.408), and Implicit/Shallow (r s = -0.217, p = 0.111; Figure 7b ). Using a 522 linear mixed effects model with cue (explicit/implicit), training depth, and recall error as 523 predictors and participants as a random factor, we found that greater explicit knowledge 524 was significantly predictive of larger reward-related enhancements in performance (β = 525 0.013, SE = 0.005, 95% CI = 0.003-0.024, z = 2.50, p = 0.013). However, we did not 526 observe a significant interaction between cue and explicit knowledge (β = -0.003, SE = 527 0.008, 95% CI = -0.019-0.013, z = 0.378, p = 0.71). These results suggest that explicit 528 sequence knowledge modulates performance improvements due to incentives. 529
In order to further investigate how explicit knowledge interacts with the ability to plan 530 movements due to explicit cues, we performed an additional analysis looking 531 specifically at the subset of participants (N=17) who had accurate recall of implicit 532 sequences (recall error <2). Despite having explicit knowledge of implicit sequences, 533 these individuals still showed larger enhancement for explicit sequences than implicit 534 sequences (main effect of Cue: F 1,16 = 6.59, p = 0.021, η p 2 = 0.292). We did not observe 535 a main effect of depth (F 1,16 = 0.535, p = 0.475, η p 2 = 0.032) nor an interaction (F 1,16 = 536 0.132, p = 0.721, η p 2 = 0.008). This suggests that explicit knowledge enables greater 537 incentive-based performance enhancements when explicit cues are available. 538 539 Figure 7. Relationship between explicit knowledge and immediate incentive-542 based performance improvements. Participants with greater explicit knowledge of 543 the shallowly trained, explicit sequence showed the largest decreases in 544 movement time following the introduction of performance-contingent incentives. 545 546
Explicit knowledge as measured by recognition tests was not predictive of 547
performance 548
In addition to the free-recall tests, we assessed knowledge of the sequences after the 549 experiment by assessing how well participants could distinguish between Untrained 550 sequences and the four trained sequences in a recognition test. 
EXPERIMENT 2
Many of the analyses in Experiment 1 were exploratory. In order to confirm the results 559 from experiment 1, we ran a direct replication that was pre-registered using the Open 560
Science Framework (OSF) (https://osf.io/rs2ha/). 561
Experiment 2 Materials and Methods 562
3.1.1. Participants 563 35 right-handed subjects participated in Experiment 2 (19 females and 16 males, all 564 right-hand dominant, mean age = 21.11, SD = 3.08 years). An additional 6 participants 565
were consented, but then excluded because of ineligibility for the study or experimenter 566 error. One participant was excluded from the recognition questionnaire analysis due to 567 experimental error. All participants were paid $10/hr + performance bonuses for their 568 participation and provided written informed consent. 569
570
All methods and procedures were identical to those reported in Experiment 1. 571 572
Experiment 2 Results 573
Explicit cues and increased practice led to better learning and performance in 574
Training 575
The results from Experiment 2 confirmed the effectiveness of explicit cues in enhancing 576 motor sequence learning relative to implicit learning (Figure 8 ). Explicit sequence cues 577 again led to faster MT (main effect of cue: F 1,33 = 116.25, p < 0.001, η p 2 = 0.779), a 578 faster learning rate (cue x block interaction: F 4.26,140.55 = 5.65, p < 0.001, η p 2 = 0.146), 579
and faster RT at the start of each sequence (main effect of cue: F 1,33 = 23.65, p < 0.001, 580 η p 2 = 0.417). While there was again no effect of Explicit cues on accuracy rate (main 581 effect of cue: F 1,34 = 0.696, p = 0.410, η p 2 = 0.020), we did find a main effect of block on 582 accuracy rate (F 7,238 = 2.80, p = 0.008, η p 2 = 0.076; see Figure S2 ). This effect was 583 driven by the fact that participants were significantly more accurate during the first block 584 of training when movement times were still relatively slow (block 1 vs block 2: t 34 = 3.17, 585 p = 0.002). Accuracy rate did not significantly differ between any subsequent 586 consecutive blocks (range of t-values = 0.15-1.32, range of p-values = 0.19-0.88). 587
Explicit cues improved both learning and performance during training. 588
We also validated the effect of practice (depth of training) on performance. MT and RT 589
were both faster for the deeply trained sequences (main effects of depth: F 1,33 = 31.50, 590 p < 0.001, η p 2 = 0.488, F 1,33 = 15.26, p = 0.001, η p 2 = 0.316, respectively), learning rate 591 was greater (depth x block interaction: F 2.87, 94.83 = 15.971, p < 0.001, η p 2 = 0.326), and 592 accuracy rate was higher (F 1,34 = 72.882, p < 0.001, η p 2 = 0.682). Additionally, we again 593 observed a knowledge type by training depth interaction in MT whereby the benefit of 594 training depth on MT was more pronounced for explicitly cued sequences than for 595 implicitly trained sequences (F 1,33 = 16.30, p < 0.001, η p 2 = 0.331). We also observed a 596 knowledge type by training depth interaction in accuracy (F 1,34 = 5.848, p = 0.021, η p 2 = 597 0.147). The benefit of practice depth on accuracy was greater for implicit sequences. It 598 is possible that increased practice (deep training) contributed to skill by means of faster 599
MT in explicit sequences, whereas in implicit sequences deep training contributed to 600 skill with better accuracy. The results from Experiment 2 replicated the benefit of depth 601 of training on learning and performance. 602 To confirm whether explicit knowledge moderates the effect of motivation on 616 performance through improved motor planning, we again examined the immediate 617 effect of introducing performance-contingent monetary incentives following training. 618
Again, percentage improvement was used in order to normalize enhancement benefits 619
to each individual's performance at the end of Training. Replicating the results from 620 Experiment 1, participants immediately decreased their MT for all trained sequences 621
and Untrained sequences (see Figure 9 ; p < 0.001 in one-sample t-tests for all 622 sequences). We again observed a large decrease in MT on Untrained sequences 623 (18%), suggesting that monetary incentives had a global effect on motivational vigor 624 independent from any sequence-specific skill knowledge. Replicating Experiment 1, the 625 performance boost was virtually identical for Untrained sequences and the two implicitly 626 trained sequences (no main effect of sequence identity, explicit sequences excluded: 627 F 1.7,57.9 = 0.905, p = 0.396, η p 2 = 0.026), while MT improvement for explicitly cued 628
sequences was significantly larger than those for implicitly trained sequences (main 629 effect of cue type: F 1,34 = 25.607, p < 0.001, η p 2 = 0.43) and the untrained sequence(E/D 630 vs. Untrained: t 34 = 5.77, p < 0.001; E/S vs. Untrained: t 34 = 7.00, p < 0.001). None of 631 the above results differed substantially when 5 or 15 trials were used to calculate the 632 immediate effect of incentives (all p's < 0.001, see Supplementary Results ). This again 633
suggests that explicit knowledge in the presence of sequence cues allowed for skill 634 enhancements above and beyond simple increases in overall motor vigor. In 635
Experiment 2, we did not find a main effect of training depth (F 1,34 = 0.097, p = 0.757, 636 η p 2 = 0.003) nor a depth x cue type interaction (F 1,34 = 0.038, p = 0.847, η p 2 = 0.001), 637
pointing more strongly to the influence of explicit knowledge and not amount of training. 638
As in Experiment 1, participants performed similarly during the last block of training on 639 the I/D sequence and the E/S sequence (t 34 = 1.47, p = 0.15), yet the immediate 640 reward-based performance improvement was much larger for the explicitly trained 641 sequence (t 34 = 3.22, p < 0.005). Additionally, the immediate absolute change in MT in 642 raw ms was larger for E/S than I/D (t 34 = 3.194, p = 0.003), replicating Experiment 1 and 643 again ruling at that all sequences simply improved by the same raw amount of time. 644
These confirmatory results suggest that incentives improve overall movement speed, 645 but lead to additional enhancements of motor performance in skills with explicit 646 knowledge. 647 ; I/D -652 Deeply trained, Implicit, E/S -Shallowly trained, Explicit, I/S -Shallowly trained, 653 Implicit). 654 655 As in Experiment 1, these effects also cannot be explained by the fact that participants 656
are relatively faster at the end of training for the explicitly cued sequences. We did not 657
find The introduction of monetary incentives again led to faster RT to the first item of each 663 sequence (p < 0.001 in one-sample t-tests for all sequences). We again found no 664 significant effects of cue type or training depth on this RT improvement suggesting that 665 this effect was similar across all trial types (main effect of cue type: F 1,34 = 1.50, p = 666 0.229, η p 2 = 0.042; main effect of training depth: F 1,34 = 0.86, p = 0.361, η p 2 = 0.025; 667 depth x cue interaction: F 1,34 = 0.19, p = 0.67, η p 2 = 0.005). This suggests that the 668 performance improvement for explicit sequences is in part due to enhancements in 669 movements beyond the first item in the sequence. 670
We again examined percentage improvement within each IKI between explicit and 671 implicit sequences to assess the enhancements of motor planning. Similar to 672 Experiment 1, we observed more pronounced performance enhancements for earlier 673 items in each sequence (IKIs 2 and 3, both p's < 0.006, Bonferroni-corrected; see 674 Figure 10 ), consistent with the idea that the introduction of monetary incentives led to 675 enhanced planning in explicit sequences. We additionally observed larger 676 improvements in IKIs at the end of the sequence (IKIs 7 and 8, both p's < 0.02, 677
Bonferroni-corrected; all other p's > 0.6). For the implicitly trained sequences, the 678 incentive-related improvement among all IKIs was similar and not significantly different 679 from the improvement seen for the first item in the sequence (all p's > 0.05, Bonferroni-680 corrected). This is again consistent with the conclusion that all items in implicitly trained 681 sequences see a global enhancement in movement vigor at the introduction of 682 monetary incentives. 683 To confirm the performance benefits of explicit knowledge and increased practice 695 persisted in contexts with increased motivation, we again looked at overall performance 696 in the Reward phase. Explicit cues led to faster MT in Reward (F 1,34 = 59.413, p < 697 0.001, η p 2 = 0.636). Explicit cues also led to faster RT (F 1,34 = 70.801, p < 0.001, η p 2 = 698 0.676). Replicating Experiment 1, the benefit of explicit cues in MT and RT persisted 699 after incentives were introduced. MTs were faster in more heavily practiced sequences 700
during Reward (main effect of training depth: F 1,34 = 85.915, p < 0.001, η p 2 = 0.716). The 701 same effect was observed in RT (F 1,34 = 5.932, p = 0.020, η p 2 = 0.149). Replicating 702 Experiment 1, the overall benefits of explicit cues and depth of training observed during 703
Training remained with the addition of monetary incentives. 704
Accuracy increased with higher incentive values 705
We next assessed whether performance accuracy in Experiment 2 was sensitive to 706 incentive magnitude in the Reward phase. Participants were somewhat sensitive to 707 incentive magnitude; in contrast to the results seen in Experiment 1, they were more 708 accurate as reward value grew large (main effect of incentive magnitude: F 2,68 = 3.19, p 709 = 0.047, η p 2 = 0.086). Unlike Experiment 1, we did not observe a reward by training 710 depth interaction (F 2,68 = 0.234, p = 0.792, η p 2 = 0.007). Given the effect of incentive 711 magnitude on performance was inconsistent and relatively weak across the two 712 experiments, we will refrain from discussing them further. 713
Perhaps due to the use of strict time limits, shallowly trained sequences were again 714 more accurate during the Reward phase (main effect of training depth: F 1,34 = 10.46, p < 715 0.005, η p 2 = 0.235) as were implicit sequences (main effect of cue type: F 1,34 = 7.90, p < 716 0.01, η p 2 = 0.189). Additionally, there were no significant interactions between reward, 717 training depth, or cue type (all p > 0.15). Neither explicit sequence knowledge nor the 718 depth of training affected the impact of incentive magnitude on performance. 719
Explicit knowledge greater for explicitly cued sequences 720
As expected, participants were able to recall explicitly cued sequences more accurately 721 than implicitly trained ones (F 1,34 = 49.790, p < 0.001, η p 2 = 0.594). Unlike Experiment 1, 722
there was no effect of training depth on explicit knowledge (F 1,34 = 0.004, p = 0.949, η p 2 723 = 0.000), indicating that increased practice and exposure did not result in greater explicit 724 sequence knowledge (see Figure S3 ). Experiment 2 confirms that the explicit cueing 725 manipulation successfully resulted in increased knowledge of explicit sequences, 726
independent of the amount of practice. 727
Degree of explicit knowledge related to performance in motivated context 728
To assess in more detail how varying amounts of explicit knowledge affects 729 performance, we again computed correlations between MT during Reward and 730 participants' accuracy in free-recall. Congruent with Experiment 1, explicit knowledge 731 was significantly correlated with mean MT during Reward in both of the explicitly cued 732
sequences (E/D: r s = 0.586, p < 0.001, E/S: r s = 0.619, p < 0.001). Furthermore, this 733 correlation was not significant in the implicitly trained sequences (I/D: r s = 0.239, p = 734 0.166, I/S: r s = -0.024, p = 0.891). Explicit knowledge of the sequences was again 735 strongly related to performance in only the explicitly cued conditions. We again ran a 736
linear mixed-effects model to predict MT with cue, depth, and recall as predictors with 737 participants as a random factor. Replicating the results from Experiment 1, greater 738 explicit knowledge was significantly predictive of faster MT during the Reward phase of 739 the experiment (β = 140.78, SE = 27.93, 95% CI = 86.04-195.53, z = 5.04, p < 0.001; 740 Figure S4 ). We also observed a significant interaction between cue and explicit 741 knowledge such that the relationship between MT and explicit knowledge was stronger 742 for explicitly cued sequences (β = 82.57, SE = 40.13, 95% CI = 3.92-161.23, z = 2.06, p 743 = 0.04). 744
Explicit knowledge is predictive of the degree of reward-induced performance 745 enhancement 746
To confirm explicit skill knowledge is related to immediate reward-induced performance 747 improvements, we again examined the relationship between explicit knowledge and the 748 immediate performance gains seen in response to the introduction of monetary 749 incentives. We again observed a significant correlation between explicit knowledge and 750
MT improvement in the Explicit/Shallow sequence (r s = -0.47, p = 0.004) suggesting that 751 greater sequence knowledge allowed for larger incentive-based skill enhancement (See 752 Figure S5 ). Again, this relationship did not hold for either of the implicit sequences: 753 Implicit/Deep (r s = -0.087, p = 0.62), and Implicit/Shallow (r s = 0.055, p = 0.75). 754
Interestingly, we did not find a significant relationship between sequence knowledge 755 and the level of MT improvement for the Explicit/Deep sequence (r s = -0.028, p = 0.87), 756 however variability across participants was low as many participants (18 total) had 757 perfect knowledge of this sequence (i.e. edit-distance of 0). If these participants with 758 perfect knowledge are excluded from the analysis, we again observe a significant 759 relationship between the level of explicit knowledge and the size of incentive-based 760 performance improvement in MT (r s = -0.55, p = 0.02). These results again suggest that 761 enhancements induced by performance-based incentives are magnified by explicit 762 knowledge in the presence of sequence cues. 763
Just like in Experiment 1, several participants achieved implicit recall scores of 2 or 764 better (N=15). Replicating Experiment 1, we observed a main effect of cue on MT 765 improvement (F 1,14 = 4.187, p = 0.060, η p 2 = 0.230) in this group of subjects. We did not 766 observe a main effect of training depth (F 1,14 = 0.554, p = 0.469, η p 2 = 0.038) nor an 767 interaction (F 1,14 = 1.924, p = 0.187, η p 2 = 0.121). This again suggests explicit 768 knowledge contributed to greater performance enhancements for the explicitly cued 769 sequences. 770
Recognition tests are weak predictors of performance 771
Just as in Experiment 1, participants were able to identify all the trained sequences as 772 "old" in this test (one sample t-tests: all p ≤ 0.01), and there was no main effect of cue 773 nor training depth on recognition score (all p > 0.5). Accuracy in the free-recall test and 774 recognition test was correlated in the Explicit/Shallow sequence (r s = -0.50, p = 0.0029), 775
but not in any other sequence (all p > 0.5). Across the two experiments, there does not 776 seem to be much evidence that the ability to recognize learned sequences is related to 777 strong free recall of the sequences. 778
Unlike in Experiment 1, MT and recognition score were correlated in two of the 779 sequences: Explicit/Shallow (r s = -0.4, p = 0.018) and Implicit/Deep (r s = -0.41, p = 780 0.017). Correlation between Reward MT and recognition score was not significant in 781
Explicit/Deep (r s = -0.084, p = 0.64) nor in Implicit/Shallow (r s = -0.3, p = 0.084). Given 782 the variability in the relationship between motivated performance and explicit knowledge 783 as assessed by the recognition tests across the two experiments, we refrain from 784 making definitive claims regarding these results. 785 786
Discussion
We sought to investigate whether monetary incentives enhance skilled motor 788 performance by simply increasing the motivational vigor of movements, improving 789 movement planning, or both. In our task, participants learned to perform four separate 790 sequences, two of which were explicitly cued to allow for advanced planning. Explicit 791 cues led to a faster rate of skill acquisition and greater levels of skill knowledge at the 792 end of the experiment. Immediately after the introduction of performance-contingent 793 monetary incentives, we observed a global boost in performance in the execution of all 794 trained and Untrained (random) sequences. However, the magnitude of incentive-based 795 performance enhancement was much larger for the explicitly cued sequences, which 796 allow for the pre-planning of movements. Furthermore, the size of this performance 797 boost on explicitly cued sequences increased with the level of explicit knowledge 798 attained by our participants. Additionally, we observed the greatest improvement in 799 movements toward the beginning and at the end of each sequence suggesting more 800 efficient chunking of explicit sequences. These effects were all replicated in a separate, 801
pre-registered experiment. These results provide evidence that performance-contingent 802 monetary incentives lead to improvements in both motor execution and motor planning 803 in motor sequencing skills. 804
Reward leads to improvements in action execution andselection 805
There are numerous studies that show that training improves the execution of trained 806 motor sequences (see Krakauer, Hadjiosif, Xu, Wong, & Haith, 2019 for a 807 comprehensive review). However, training in sequence learning tasks, such as the DSP 808 task used here, have also been shown to improve the execution of novel sequences or 809 randomly generated sequences (e.g. Nissen & Bullemer, 1987) . This sequence-810 independent improvement likely relies on improvements in motor execution and simple 811 action selection. That is, participants both move more quickly and improve their ability to 812 map visual stimuli to the correct motor response (i.e. finger press). In our task, the 813 introduction of performance-contingent monetary incentives clearly led to 814 enhancements in motivational vigor that improved one or both of these processes. 815
Participants in both Experiment 1 and Experiment 2 were immediately able to speed up 816 their responses to Untrained sequences by almost 20%. Performance on the implicitly 817 trained sequences improved to a similar extent. Furthermore, we observed the same 818 level of incentive-related enhancement for all individual elements of implicitly trained 819 sequences. It is likely that improvements on implicit sequences were likewise driven by 820 enhancements in either simple execution, action selection in response to each item in 821 the sequence, or both. 822 more traditional chunking analyses on our data, it appears that the greatest reward-846 related enhancement occurred for items within a motor chunk rather than the start of 847 chunk. These results are consistent with the hypothesis that the availability of reward 848 and increased motivation also conferred a benefit to the movement planning afforded by 849 the combination of explicit knowledge and the sequence cues. 850
It is important to note that although initial RT to the first item in each sequence was 851 faster overall for explicitly trained sequences, we did not see any difference between 852
Implicit and Explicit skills in the size of the reward-related boost for initial RT. If planning 853
were enhanced by rewards and additional items could be planned in advance, it seems 854 plausible that this would be reflected in initial RT as well. However, this is complicated 855 by the fact that planning to produce multiple items in advance can actually slow RT to 856 the first item (e.g. Henry & Rogers, 1960) can also improve the execution of a more complex skill. 875
The level of explicit knowledge our participants had about a particular explicitly cued 876 sequence was correlated with the magnitude of reward-related enhancement in 877 performance. Similarly, average movement time throughout the reward phase of the 878 experiment was also correlated with explicit knowledge. Although some participants 879 clearly gained at least some explicit knowledge of the implicitly trained sequences, we 880 did not observe strong evidence of the same knowledge-performance links for these 881 sequences. It is possible that the benefit of explicit knowledge could only be fully 882 realized when sequence cues were available. While recent work suggests that 883 improvements in performance on implicit sequencing skills can be attributed to 884 improvements in movement planning (Ariani & Diedrichsen, 2019) , it does not seem that 885 reward amplified online movement planning for implicit skills in our study. We observed 886 similar improvement for all items within each implicitly trained sequence, and this level 887 of improvement was indistinguishable from the improvement seen for Untrained for 888 which online planning was impossible. This again suggests that the benefit of skill 889 knowledge on performance is amplified by reward, but only when the explicit planning of 890 movements is possible. In the context of simple movements, there is some prior work 891 that also suggests that the speed of motor execution is enhanced by reward specifically 892 when the movement can be planned in advance (Mir et al., 2011; Ramnani & Miall, 893 2003). Although we show here that even unplanned movements (implicit and untrained 894 sequences) can be executed more quickly when rewards are available, there is clearly 895 an added benefit to movement planning. 896
Knowledge: increased motivation or planning? 897
Some researchers have suggested that the benefit produced by explicit knowledge in 898 motor sequencing tasks is not related to motor planning, but rather that knowledge acts 899 to globally increase motivational vigor (Wong, Lindquist, Haith, & Krakauer, 2015) . In 900 other words, knowledge functionally acts as a reward cue, leading to faster and more 901 accurate movements. This hypothesis can indeed explain why participants in our 902 experiments are faster in performing explicitly cued sequences relative to implicit 903 sequences at the end of training. Along this line of thinking, implicit sequences are 904 performed more slowly simply because participants lack motivation. The pre-cue and 905 explicit knowledge of the to-be-performed sequence increases motivational vigor and 906 results in faster execution of each individual key-press. However, we do not believe that 907
this account provides a parsimonious explanation of the results seen here. We would 908 expect that the introduction of performance-contingent rewards would have a similar or 909 larger immediate effect on the performance of implicitly trained sequences when 910 compared to explicit sequences. That is, if the reason that implicitly trained sequences 911
were performed more slowly toward the end of training was because of a relative lack of 912 motivation, one might expect that an immediate increase in motivation due to the 913 prospect of reward would preferentially benefit implicit skills. Against this hypothesis, we 914 instead observed that explicitly trained sequences received the greatest benefit from the 915 introduction of performance-contingent monetary incentives. 916
If explicit knowledge does not enable movement planning and instead simply enhances 917 motivational vigor, our results would suggest that the addition of extrinsic rewards 918 produces a multiplicative effect on the enhanced intrinsic motivation induced by explicit 919 knowledge. We find this account implausible for several reasons. First, the dominant 920 account of the interaction between intrinsic and extrinsic motivation suggests that 921 extrinsic rewards actually reduce intrinsic motivation rather than amplifying it (Deci, 922 Richard, & Ryan, 1999). Although there is some work that suggests that intrinsic and 923 extrinsic motivation may be additive (Hendijani, Bischak, Arvai, & Dugar, 2016), this 924 work suggests that the two don't interact and are sub-additive. Second, we would also 925 expect that the level of explicit knowledge for implicit sequences would similarly be 926 associated with the magnitude of reward-related enhancement. We did not find any 927 evidence for such a relationship. Instead, knowledge was only predictive of an 928 immediate reward-related enhancement when participants received a sequence cue 929 that allowed them to plan movements in advance of execution. Third, it is not the case 930 that motivation induced by both incentives and explicit knowledge served to speed of 931 execution of all movements by a constant amount. We observed larger reward-related 932 enhancements in raw movement time in an explicit sequence and implicit sequence 933 which were previously matched in performance at the end of training. Finally, our 934 analysis of individual key-press RTs suggests that the additional enhancement seen in 935 explicitly trained sequences occurs for items toward the beginning and at the end of 936 each sequence. If explicit knowledge itself globally enhances motivational vigor, it is 937 unclear why we would observe differences in reward-related enhancement among 938
successive key-presses within a sequence. With that said, future work using an 939 independent measure of movement planning would likely be fruitful.. 940
Immediate incentive-dependent enhancement is unlikely to be due to rapid 941
consolidation 942 For all participants in our studies, there was a short break (<5 min) between the end of 943 training and the introduction of monetary incentives while they were given instructions 944 regarding the reward phase of the experiment. One recent study has suggested that it is 945 possible performance improvements on sequence learning tasks can occur offline 946 during short breaks via rapid forms of consolidation (Bönstrup et al., 2019) . It is possible 947 that the differences in incentive-based performance improvements that we see between 948
implicitly and explicitly trained sequences are due to differences in rapid consolidation 949 rather than the introduction of incentives. While we cannot completely rule out this 950 possibility, we believe this is unlikely for several reasons. First, the study reporting rapid 951
